
 

 

                                 So, Did Santa Deliver..........? 
 
 
According to one of the major retailers of electrical goods, top of the Christmas wish-list for 
many dads this year were the mini helicopter drone complete with video camera, (this 
year’s must-have gadget), and, perhaps more surprisingly, the metal detector. Both items 
would be welcome in the tool kit of most archaeologists, amateur or professional, and both 
have featured recently in television programmes, - the drone in “The Flying Archaeologist” 
and the detector in a rather pleasant and whimsical comedy series called “The 
Detectorists.” So this perhaps explains their sudden popularity. 
 
The drone is a new kid on the block and is said to have sold in thousands this Christmas. 
Its value to the archaeologist is obvious. It enables him/her to carry out an aerial survey of 
a site for relatively little expense, as well as giving access to sites which are difficult or 
dangerous to reach on foot, - Tintagel for example. The quality of film footage that can be 
produced is extremely high. Soon no archaeological society will be complete without one! 
(Hint!) 
 
However the drone has already begun to create some negative feedback. Hollywood 
celebs are said to be installing anti-drone electronics to stop the paparazzi spying on their 
private space. MI5, (or is it MI6?), are also using similar techniques to try to forestall the 
use of drones in any terrorist attacks. And there have already been several terrifying near 
misses when some idiot has flown his drone into the flight-path of aircraft landing at 
Heathrow. The consequences of a drone crashing through the cockpit window of a 747 
just before touchdown are too horrible to contemplate. Clearly, it is only a matter of time 
before some legislation is introduced to control drone activity. In the meantime learning to 
fly these little machines is almost as complicated as the real thing. How many in this post-
Christmas period have crashed to destruction on their maiden flights? 
 
In its early days the metal detector also came in for a lot of criticism. Whilst its value to the 
archaeologist was acknowledged, its use by treasure hunters, with no interest in the 
historical context of their finds, soon brought it into disrepute. The so-called “nighthawks” 
were wrecking valuable historical sites all over the country in their search for treasure trove 
which they would sell on to dodgy dealers. This is still a problem, but lesser so, since the 
introduction of the Portable Antiquities Register (PAR). This voluntary scheme run by the 
Government is designed to encourage detectorists to report any finds they make, 
especially small ones so that a data base can be created. Begun in 1997 it now covers 
England and Wales and has largely been very successful, and most detectorists recognise 
its value in expanding our detailed knowledge of the past. Small finds help to fashion the 
bigger picture. Most detectorists are also aware that if real treasure is found in the form of 
gold or silver then this must legally be declared under the Treasure Act of 1996. Failure to 
do so can result in a prison sentence. 
 
Metal detecting is a booming hobby, given a major boost whenever some real treasure 
hoard is uncovered. Maplin report that their sales of detectors, costing from £12 to £550, 
has soared by 80% this year. More people take up the hobby when major treasure finds 
are given a huge coverage in the press. However, the long-time detectorists will say that 
these major finds give a much distorted picture of the reality. Many will admit that all they 
have to show for hours spent trudging up and down in cold and muddy fields is a few beer 
cans, some rusty nails and the odd horseshoe. Just very occasionally they find a rare coin 
of historical interest, but of little financial value. But it is enough to keep their hobby alive 



 

 

and ticking. Contrary to what the popular press might have you believe, there is not a huge 
pot of silver coins or large clumps of Viking gold in every field in England. 
 
According to Government figures 2014 was a bumper year for treasure finds in Britain with 
over a thousand items found and declared to the PAR. East Anglia, and in particular 
Norfolk, has produced the most finds. Since the scheme started in Britain over 15 000 
items have been uncovered and recorded, which, without the scheme, would have largely 
slipped under the historical radar. 
 
When an item is declared to the PAR archaeologists have to decide whether it is old 
enough to be entered into the Register. As a general rule is must be over 300 years old 
and have at least 10% precious metal in its make-up. If it fails this test then the finder can 
keep the object. 
 
If you wish to see the potential of the drone when it is skilfully and legally deployed visit 
this YouTube site for an aerial view of Holmfirth. 
 
 
                            www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PzuDl_xzfM 
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